To Men Making the Harvest

THE AGRICULTURAL WORKERS UNION NO. 110 OF THE I. W. W. CALLS ON YOU TO ORGANIZE.

The drive into the harvest fields will soon be on its full blast. Thousands of workers held off in the cities will take to the harvest fields through the country to find relief from the enforced unemployment which a concerted drive by employees to reduce wages by shutting down the works has forced upon them.

DON'T SCAV.
It is just as easy to demand and get living wages for this national work as it is to increase your own and the world's misery by working for next to nothing.

DEMAND DECENT HOUSING AND CONDITIONS!

By working long hours you are preventing other workers as needlessly as you are getting yourself.
The industrial worker

The Mechanism of Unemployment

While wages and prices go up in an expanding market, the value of goods is typically below the market value, indicating a surplus. The value of any capital investment is determined by what amount of profits it can earn. Hence, the price of a capital, a price is appropriately determined by what it will bring. On the other hand, when labor power is exchanged, a market price is established between the employer who exchanges his product and the worker who exchanges his labor power, and the price that the worker gets for his labor is the market price of labor power. The labor power of the worker is therefore measured by the market value of the product that is exchanged for it.

The worker may get a small raise in wages due to the increased demand, but the principal part of the increase is exploited and realized by the capitalist. When the market goes down and the demand for labor power falls, the capitalist reduces the price of labor power by cutting wages and increasing the number of hours worked. The worker is then forced to accept lower wages and longer hours in order to continue to produce the same quantity of goods.

Well, we see how it was. The capitalist, recognizing the need for new workers, fills his factories and warehouses with them. But the capitalist is not through. He still wants to increase his profits. So he reduces the price of labor power still further by cutting wages and increasing the number of hours worked. The worker is forced to accept lower wages and longer hours in order to continue to produce the same quantity of goods.

The worker is a commodity, and the capitalist is the master of commodities. The worker is the slave of the capitalist, and the capitalist is the master of the worker. The worker is the means by which the capitalist produces profits, and the capitalist is the means by which the worker produces commodities. The worker is the slave of the capitalist, and the capitalist is the master of the worker.
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Charity—A Commercialized Graft

Some Facts That Show the Characteristic of the Charity—In Production of Wealth That Substitutes Charity For Controlled Economy.
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